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Module 4 of the Training Manual is all about our full day workshop, SHINE.
Refer to the workshop videos, workshop plan and printables to gain an
understanding of this workshop and the content you will be delivering as a Girl
Power Workshops instructor.
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8.30am - Arrive at venue & set up
9.15am - Girls start arriving/sign-in/pre-workshop activities

9.30am - Warm ups/Dance
10am - Topic 1: Identity

10.30am - Topic 2: Strengths
11am - Morning Break

11.15am - Topic 3: Healthy Friendships
11.45am - Topic 4: Friendship Issues

12.30pm - Lunch
1pm - Topic 5: Relaxation

1.15pm - Topic 6: Growth Mindset
2pm - Topic 7: Gratitude

2.30pm - Pack up/prepare for presentation
2.45pm - Presentation

3pm - Finish



     
 
You will be running Girl Power Workshops under your own business name or on
behalf of a school or community group. In whatever capacity, we strongly
recommend that you adopt the following principles and practices, ensuring you
are delivering a professional, safe and enjoyable experience for your girls.
 
Girl Power Workshop instructors should be committed to providing child
protection and child safe environments. The girls attending your workshops have
the right to feel welcome, safe, free from harm and have the opportunity to seek
help at all times.
 
While the girls are with you at a public workshop, you have a duty of care. This
means;
Strict Supervision - You and those that assist you, whether they be volunteers or
paid staff, are responsible for the safety of all children in your care. You must
never leave children unsupervised in any circumstances. If the toilets are in an
area outside of your main teaching space, girls should be accompanied by
yourself or your assistant. Do not assist or touch the child while they go to the
toilet. If possible, lock the door to the teaching space once everyone has arrived.
 
Drop Off/Collection Procedures - At the start and the end of your workshop, all
girls should be ‘signed in’ and ‘signed out’. As each girl leaves, check that she is
with her parent/carer. Never let girls wander out of the venue on their own, even
if they tell you that their parent told them to ‘eg ‘Mum said to meet her out in the
car park’. 
 
Parent/Carer Phone Number – When the parent/carer signs their daughter in
on the day of the workshop, they need to provide the best emergency phone
number for that particular day
 
Collecting Important Personal Information – When parents/carers book their
child into a public workshop, you should gather information regarding any
medical conditions, allergies or learning needs. It may be necessary to talk to
parents before the workshop about their daughter’s specific requirements on the
day eg athsma puffer, epi pen, diabetic needs, medication etc Ensure you have
this information on hand throughout the workshop and refer to it as required.
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Child Safety



Manage Risks or Concerns In Your Teaching Space – This may include
removing a nail protruding from the floor, promptly wiping up a spilt drink,
covering an unsafe power point, not allowing girls to climb on stacks of chairs, not
using broken chairs, removing broken glass, removing inappropriate
banners/slogans etc
      
First Aid - Carry an up to date First Aid kit with you at all times. You should have
your own Emergency Response System in place should there be an incident. For
injury, administer First Aid which includes removing the risk and assessing the
problem. If required, call an ambulance and administer basic life support. Make
sure you update your First Aid Training in accordance with the government school
policies in your state. 
 
Complete Incident Report Forms - As part of your Emergency Response System
so that you can refer back to the details should you need to at a later date. Ensure
you inform parent/carers immediately of any incidents causing distress for their
child which includes, but is not limited to; a fall, bump on the head, cut, bee sting,
allergic reaction, vomiting, headache, generally feeling unwell. Do not administer
any pain relievers or other medication without permission from the parent/carer.
 
Fire and Emergency - Ensure you are aware of the venue’s ‘evacuation and fire
safety’ procedures before commencing a workshop.
 
'Working With Children' Checks - This applies to anyone hired by you or
providing assistance, including volunteers. Unless people have a 'working with
children' check, they should be prohibited from working with or around the
children in your care. You also need to ensure there is no inappropriate direct or
indirect physical contact between any adults and children.
 
Training – Commit to appropriate and thorough induction for all staff or
volunteers.
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Child Safety (cont.)



Has limited access for outsiders to enter the space
Has inside rather than outside toilets 
Complies with fire safety requirements ie has emergency exits, a visible
emergency exit plan within the premises and fire extinguishers
Offers a safe entrance and exit eg not directly accessing a main road
Has heating and cooling
Provides access to trestle tables and chairs

Book Safe and Appropriate Venues – Before booking a venue for a workshop,
ensure it:

      
 
 
In essence, we need to think both as an adult and as a child. We need to identify
anything that may be unsafe or inappropriate for the conducting of workshops,
both from a physical and a well-being perspective. 
 

“I think we have a moral obligation to our children 
that can be easily summarised: protect them from harm” 

Tom Allen
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Child Safety (cont.)



As a Girl Power Instructor and a role model for young girls, you are expected to
act professionally at all times. You need to exude an air of confidence and
respectability. To do this, ensure you are:
 
Organised – Know what you need to do and when to do it. Create checklists and
procedures for yourself. Being disorganised will lead to mistakes, running out of
time, letting people down and frustration. If you aren’t organised, your head will
feel cluttered and you will get stressed.
          
Reliable – Plan in advance and never turn up to a workshop unprepared or late.
Honour your commitments and deliver what you say you are going to deliver.
Professionals also accept responsibility if mistakes are made.
            
Self-Control – Stay calm during times of conflict and pressure. Do what you can
to understand and help resolve issues. Girl Power Instructors should have a good
degree of emotional intelligence, considering the needs and emotions of others. 
            
Flexibility – Sometimes it is necessary to be flexible in order to be kind,
considerate and reasonable.
              
Respect – Treating all people with respect is a given when working as a Girl Power
Instructor. This includes respecting those people that you find hard to get along
with. Respecting others also involves supporting others when they need it and
generally being helpful.
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Professionalism



Presentation – Your presentation should be squeaky clean! As a Girl Power
Instructor, you are on show and lasting impressions are made in a second. Ensure
your clothes are clean and ironed, your hair is tidy, your nails are clean and you
wear a smile!
 
Communication – Untidy written communication with poor grammar will imply
that you are careless or disorganised and will therefore call the quality of your
workshops into question.
 
Verbal Language – Girl Power instructors should speak clearly and (this may
sound obvious!) not use coarse language such as ‘crap’, ‘bugger’, ‘shut up’, ‘damn’,
‘hell’, ‘pissed off’ etc
 
Confidentiality – Do not disclose personal information regarding an attendee,
parent or staff member to anyone else. Think carefully about what is appropriate
and what isn’t.
 
 

“Professionalism
is not the job you do. It’s how you do the job” 

Unknown
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Professionalism (cont)



 

Messaging a parent after a workshop has started to let them know that their
daughter is happy and settling in well, after being very apprehensive at the
start of the workshop 
Chatting to a parent after a workshop about how impressed you were with
their daughter's focus, participation and engagement
Giving a child a special 'helper task' like holding a prop to keep them engaged
while you give instructions
Giving a child a 'hi-5' after an activity and saying 'Well done, you've done a
great job with that'

Fundamental to growing your business and gaining an excellent reputation in
your community, is to provide an exceptional experience all the time!
 
Consistently providing a great experience will result in the word getting around
that your business is THE place to go to empower girls. And 'word of mouth' is
undoubtedly THE best form of advertising for your workshops.
 
So, what does exceptional service look like? I'd like to introduce to the MOMENTS
OF TRUTH model. In this model, customers are exposed to 3 different types of
service:

Moments of misery
Moments of mediocrity; and 

Moments of magic
 

As Girl Power instructors and business owners, we want to create as many
'moments of magic' as we can. 
 
So, what would a 'moment of magic' look like at Girl Power? Here are some
examples:

 
Sometimes, you can even turn moments of misery into moments of magic. What
starts off as a gripe or a complaint can actually be turned into a positive
experience for the customer. When people know you genuinely care and that you
want to help, conflict is easily diffused and replaced with gratitude.
 
If you can create plenty of 'moments of magic' then you are going to attract raving
fans and which will help build a successful business associated with joyful
experiences, trust and consistency.
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Subtly reveal little personal things about yourself while you teach, sharing
appropriate personal stories. 
Use humour 
Ask the girls for their thoughts and ideas about topics and problems. 
Avoid talking for too long or the girls will switch off – you can tell children are
switching off as they will start to wriggle, yawn, look around and talk.
Use light and shade in your voice. Sometimes, suddenly talking very quietly as
if you are telling a secret  or dramatically introducing a new prop can be very
captivating. 
Empower girls by making them feel part of the decision making and asking
questions such as ‘Do you think we should….’and ‘Shall we…’ – the word ‘we’
puts us all in the same team. When the children feel as if they own the ideas,
they usually want to do them. If they say ‘no’, challenge them a little ‘Are we
brave enough to… ‘ – this usually encourages everyone to join in.

Support the girls’ ideas and opinions. 
The girls often share personal experiences or personal problems with you. You
are not there to be a counsellor but show them you care by responding with
statements such as ‘That must have been quite upsetting for you’, ‘Wow, it
sounds as if you worked really hard on that’, ‘Well done for trying something
different’,  ‘How would you do that differently next time?’ and ‘Great to hear
that you were so kind. How did that make you feel?’.
If a girl shares something that gives you good reason for concern, speak
confidentially to her parent/carer after the workshop. 

To be an amazing Girl Power instructor, you need to be engaging, supportive
and in control. 
    
Ways To Be Engaging

 
Ways To Be Supportive  
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How To Be An Amazing Girl Power Instructor



Putting your hand up if you want to say something (respect) 
Not talking while someone else is talking (respect)
Asking if you need to leave the room to go to the toilet (you or your assistant
should go with them) (safety)
Speaking nicely to others (kindness)

Treat each girl with respect and kindness
Find opportunities to individually praise girls 
Praise girls for effort
Disclose appropriate personal information about yourself that the girls may
find helpful (a personal story may help support a particular point you are trying
to make).
Give instructions one step at a time and avoid long detailed directions
Use visual aids or a ‘teacher in role’ approach to help present concepts
Use appropriate humour to de-escalate conflict situations
Demonstrate enthusiasm and be animated
Create anticipation and excitement for upcoming tasks
Model good listening skills by paying attention when the girls speak
For girls who find it hard to sit and focus, give them a job or something to look
after (eg they may could hold props for you as you explain a concept)
When correcting misbehaviour, do so in a respectful and positive manner
If a girl is too upset to discuss a particular situation, postpone the discussion
until they are calmer 
Instead of blaming, use ‘I’ messages to explain why certain behaviour is not
acceptable. For example, instead of saying ‘You’re disruptive’ try saying ‘I lose
my concentration when you talk over me’
Only address student behaviour, not personal traits

Maintaining Control Of Your Group
Girl Power Instructors need to manage the girls' behaviour effectively. A
controlled and organised environment gives everyone the opportunity to learn
effectively. Children like and need boundaries. You might like to establish some
basic boundaries with the girls at the start of the workshop – if they help create
the boundaries, they are more likely to respect them. These boundaries could
include: 

 
Tips For Effective Class Management
 

 
 “When little people are overwhelmed by big emotions, 
it is our job to share our calm, not to join their chaos” 

L.R Knost
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For full day workshops, you will need to find a venue. Church halls, community
centres and dance studios are often ideal. Here is some general criteria for a
suitable venue:
 

- Space approx 110m2
- Clean

-Free of clutter and potential hazards
- Private use of space while

(ie no other parties entering the room 
during your workshop)

·     - Easy parking
·     - Waiting area for parents

·     - Toilets within building & close to teaching space
- Access to up to 6 long trestle tables and 40 chairs

Heating/cooling
- Outside area for lunchtime play

- Fire & emergency compliant
- Pleasant ambience

- Cost
 

When you run workshops in schools or for community groups, you won't have to
worry about hiring a space as you will run the workshop/s on their premises. Be
flexible in terms of the space they give you as schools often have to work around
many other activities and classes.
 
If you don't already have it, you will need to get Public Liability insurance. Public
Liability insurance is designed to protect your business against claims resulting
from accidents or injuries that occur as result of your business activities, as well
as accidental damage to property owned or controlled by someone else. 
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Booking Venues



 
 
 

 

Taking Enrolments

Using a ticketing platform eg Eventbrite or Sticky Tickets
Setting up a system through your website
Take bookings over the phone 

Parent/Carer name
Contact details (phone & email)
Child's name
Child's age and/or date of birth
Information regarding any allergies, other medical conditions or learning
needs

what to wear (eg leggings, shorts, t-shirt etc)
what to bring (eg lunch, snack, bottle of water)
parents/carers don't stay at the workshop
parents/carers are invited to a presentation 15 mins before the end of the
workshop

 
 
The way you take bookings for your workshops is up to you and there are a few
different ways to go about it. 
 
If you already run a  business, you might have some kind of booking system in
place. If not, you could look at:
 

 
When you take enrolments, it's important to gather some information about the
girls. You will need to get:

 
Send attendees a confirmation email after they book, providing additional
information such as: 

 
At your workshop, you'll need to have access to the attendee details so have
your computer handy or print the attendee list. Make sure you can easily access
their medical details etc. Ensure attendee details remain confidential.
 
For schools and community groups, it is easier to communicate via email or
phone, send them a confirmation of the details and then invoice them after the
workshop has taken place. 
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Leading up to a workshop, you need to source all props, print handouts, print
and cut role play cards and pack everything into large bags ready to take to your
workshops (Iarge duffel bags with wheels are great for easy transport).
 
Some props and materials are required for every workshop - refer to the list
below. In addition to these items, extra props and print outs specific to each
workshop are listed in each workshop's plan.
 
In addition to the items below, you will need to have access to a computer and
printer.

 
Hand sanitiser
Tissues
Disinfectant wipes
Speaker and phone for music
Girl Power Banners (optional)
Plastic tablecloths
Sign-in sheet
Attendee Details
Cushions or small mats
Butchers' paper
Blu tac
Whiteboard markers/thick textas (to write on butchers' paper)
Pre-workshop activities
Blank white stickers for name tags
Girl Power paper bags or folders
Textas
Scissors
Glue sticks
Sticky tape

 BASIC GIRL POWER KIT - PROPS AND MATERIALS 

For the school/community workshops, you won't need all of the above - it will
depend on the setting. For example, at schools you won't need to provide sign-
sheets, attendee details, name tags, pre-workshop activities or Girl Power
bags/folders.
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Props and Materials


